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Brass Ice Cube Case

Brass Items - Brass Ice Cube
Case 

Quality in performance and presentation Special quality of construction Completely Handmade product 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Mediterranean-art, a distinguished enterprise rooted in the rich traditions of Greek craftsmanship, is dedicated to crafting and offering a diverse
array of traditional Greek products. Their catalog spans an impressive range, featuring handmade copper items such as Kitchen Ware,
Decorative Items, and Kitchen and Coffee Accessories, along with specially designed copper items tailored for bars and fireplaces. Renowned
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for its commitment to preserving and celebrating Greek heritage, Mediterranean-art encapsulates the essence of artisanal skill and cultural
pride.

Among their exceptional offerings is the Ice Cube Case, a testament to the brand's dedication to quality in both performance and presentation.
This exquisitely crafted case not only serves its functional purpose of cooling beverages but also adds a touch of sophistication to any setting.
The meticulous attention to detail and the special quality of construction are evident in every facet of the Ice Cube Case, making it a distinctive
and elegant accessory.

Each Ice Cube Case from Mediterranean-art is a masterpiece, crafted entirely by hand. This commitment to handmade craftsmanship ensures
that every piece is unique, embodying the brand's ethos of individuality and authenticity. Whether enhancing the presentation of beverages at
home or in a professional setting, the Ice Cube Case from Mediterranean-art reflects the timeless allure of Greek craftsmanship.

Choose Mediterranean-art for a blend of quality, performance, and the artistic allure of handmade Greek products. Elevate your ice-cold
refreshments with the unique and handcrafted Ice Cube Case that seamlessly marries tradition with contemporary elegance.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Product Code 5218

  

Height : 6cm   Diameter : 12cm
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